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Coronavirus: The Great Geopolitical Leveller
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Coronavirus is indiscriminate. We have seen young and old affected, rich and poor. In the UK
alone, we have seen the Prime Minister himself succumb to it and even Prince Charles. But
this pandemic has repercussions beyond our nation states. In a short time, it has paralysed
the ‘developed’ world and threatened its very existence.

The unipolar world as we know it is being questioned like never before. Nations demonised
in the West – Russia, China and Cuba – have been the very countries sending aid to the
West.

Never has one witnessed a more ironic act than the US accepting aid from Russia, its arch
geopolitical enemy and ‘the primary threat to American interests’ – according to a survey
published last year by a US think-tank. The Antonov An-124-100 cargo plane delivered vital
medical equipment and masks from Moscow to the US on Wednesday at a time when the
country is struggling to cope with coronavirus. There are already 333,173 cases and 9536
deaths in a nation whose leader Donald Trump initially refused to recognise the severity of
the situation,  claiming it  was ‘like  the flu’  before excusing his  administration’s  inaction by
saying ‘Nobody knew there would be a pandemic or epidemic of this proportion’.  The
outlook is pretty grim for the US.

Russia has, on the other hand, as have many Asian countries so far, dealt with the virus
efficiently  and  effectively  –  so  much  so  that  Russian  watchers  got  suspicious  and  began
penning articles on the subject that the country was covering up the real figures. There are
still articles in western mainstream media claiming there is a cover-up, with people at a loss
as to why the country of 146 million has fewer cases than Norway. In fact there are various
possible reasons why Russia has reacted to the virus more slowly than other nations. Firstly,
it closed its border with China very early in the crisis – back on 30th January – even before
any cases were reported. Secondly, it set up strict quarantine rules to ensure that anyone
travelling  from  abroad  was  isolated  for  two  weeks.  In  addition,  the  government  has
undertaken a thorough approach to testing.  Although only just over 4000 infected to date,
according to official statistics, over 575,000 tests have been carried out in Russia (there is
an official website devoted to the outbreak where people can get up to date information and
advice). In this regard the Russian government could not be more transparent. This number
of tests could be compared to the UK at present, where only 150,000 tests have been
carried  out,  despite  the  number  of  cases  reaching  over  47,000.  Thirdly,  it  has  been
speculated that Russians may have greater immunity to the virus as a result of the Soviet
vaccination programme for tuberculosis; it has been noted that in eastern parts of Germany
there have been fewer cases, and suggested this is down to greater immunity which dates
back to when German Democratic Republic existed.

Whatever  the  reason  is  for  the  delay  of  the  pandemic  in  Russia,  the  country’s  strict
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measures have clearly played a role. China, although initially unable to determine what it
was dealing with, swiftly moved to implement a nationwide lockdown and massive testing
programme. This has enabled the country to overcome the worst of the pandemic and
drastically reduce the number of cases it sees on a daily basis – on Friday it was as low as
31.

The country has also taken part, as has Russia, in sending aid to other parts of the globe
such as Italy, which is struggling to manage the disease, with over 15,000 deaths to date.
The equipment came with a message ‘The friendship road knows no borders’, which very
much expresses  the  spirit  of  this  cooperation.  And despite  all  sorts  of  theories  being
espoused by mainstream media as to the motivation behind China and Russia’s actions,
politics and propaganda ought to be set aside at a time like this, and such gestures taken at
face value. This is not a time for political points to be scored; people’s lives are at stake.

But even after this is over – and it will be, eventually – surely governments will have to
rethink their strategies. For years now the security services in the US and UK have been
obsessed with the ‘Russian threat’. But by focusing on this almost mythical monster of
‘Putin’s Russia’, painted as poised to invade Europe at any second and begin World War
Three, real threats have surfaced and materialized to our detriment. Terrorism being one,
pandemics another. It emerged recently that the British security services were aware that
Taiwan was testing for coronavirus back in December, but failed to act – why? Why have
western governments been so ill-prepared for a pandemic that epidemiologists have been
warning about for years?

Surely,  after  this  international  effort  to  save  our  populations,  governments  will  have  to
reassess their priorities. Surely, after this struggle, and the spirit of cooperation which has
been generated, the West will have to recognize Russia, China and others as equal partners,
and not nations to be sanctioned when they take geopolitical decisions the West doesn’t
agree with. Surely, after this is over, the multipolar world will be born.
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